
Ecclesiastes 10:8-20
BE PREPARED AND 

COMMUNICATE CAUTIOUSLY 



Life is Risky – be Wise (10:8-11)

The reality of risks (verses 8-9) 

8 He who digs a pit will fall into it, 

 A pit to trap an animal is dug out and covered to make it blend in with the surroundings

 Careless hunters returning to check the trap have been known to fall into it

and a serpent will bite him who breaks through a wall. 

 Over time the stones and mortar settle, and cracks form great hiding places for snakes

 Being attentive to places snakes may reside takes time, but it is a caution worth taking

9 He who quarries stones is hurt by them,

 Stone quarries can be quite unforgiving

 Where danger is a reality, don’t get comfortable and careless 

and he who splits logs is endangered by them.

 Cutting down trees and splitting logs has its risks

 Axes and saws have their own dangers



Life is Risky – be Wise (10:8-11)

 Life cannot be lived without risks, but there are wise ways to prepare for the 

risks

 Even with preparation, accidents happen

 This does not mean we need to be paralyzed by fear and panic at every 

threat

 It means we need to use our heads and not underreact or overreact

 Proverbs 26:12–16 

 A fool may not only place himself into danger, but he may also lead others 

there as well



Life is Risky – be Wise (10:8-11)

The importance of preparation (verses 10-11)

 Prepare your tools – 10 If the iron is blunt, and one does not sharpen the edge, he must use 
more strength, but wisdom helps one to succeed.

 It takes more strength to split and log with a dull ax

 A sharp ax is worth the time because the wood cuts quickly with less energy

 Utilize your investments – 11 If the serpent bites before it is charmed, there is no advantage to 
the charmer.

 Charmers keep vipers under control

 If you are capable of charming a snake, don’t mess with the snake until you’ve charmed the snake

 Education and skill are pointless if you don’t employ them

 Hebrews 5:11–14 

 There is nothing wise or honorable about disengagement and detachment

 Proverbs 18:1 

 Don’t get bitten by neglectfulness



Profuse words reveal the ridiculousness of fools 
(10:12-15)
12 The words of a wise man’s mouth win him favor, but the lips of a fool consume 

him. 

 The communication of the wise is not self-serving

 Personal growth in truth causes the wise to share the wealth

 What is shared is affirmed by those benefited by the insight

 The words of the fool are many and they are all about the greatness of the 

speaker

 Eventually verbosity cannibalizes the fool

 Unbridled communication can not only get you into trouble, but it can also destroy you

 The Apostle Paul shares how others-oriented wisdom functions in the church

 Philippians 2:3–4 



Profuse words reveal the ridiculousness of fools 
(10:12-15)
13 The beginning of the words of his mouth is foolishness, and the end of his talk is evil madness. 

 The fool in his self-focused folly utters impressive words without edifying substance

 Their image is bigger than life and eventually people realize the fool can’t be an authority 
about everything

 The fools continued preoccupation with self is revealing

 What they are looking for is an audience, not relationships

14 A fool multiplies words, though no man knows what is to be, and who can tell him what will be 
after him? 

 The madness continues to unfold in confident predictions about the future

 It may be entertaining, but it is not enlightening 

15 The toil of a fool wearies him, for he does not know the way to the city. 

 Fools can work hard at singing their own praises

 The constant ramblings of the fool keep the fool from observing and learning, sometimes 
even the most basic things



Helpful insights for assessing leaders (10:16-20)

16 Woe to you, O land, when your king is a child, and your princes feast in the morning! 17 Happy 

are you, O land, when your king is the son of the nobility, and your princes feast at the proper 

time, for strength, and not for drunkenness! 

 Immature kings and ruling bodies can cause their nation great hardships

 “your princes feast in the morning” – feasting in this context means they have no sense of 

propriety, conducting themselves as gluttonous drunkards

 “son of nobility” - taught and nurtured to be wise and protective rulers over their kingdom

 Wise rulers understand propriety and decorum 

 Wise rulers are willing to promote feasts and festivities at the proper times and in proper ways (to 

refresh and renew)

18 Through sloth the roof sinks in, and through indolence the house leaks. 

 Foolish leaders fail to protect the nation 

 What fools protect is perversion and injustice



Helpful insights for assessing leaders (10:16-20)

19 Bread is made for laughter, and wine gladdens life, and money answers everything. 

 This appears to be a foolish ruler’s philosophy of life and leadership

 “Bread is made for laughter” - foolish leaders see provisions through the lens of extravagance

 “wine gladdens life” – in the context of overindulgence, the use of wine is for partying and 

drunkenness 

 “money answers everything” – money viewed selfishly is primarily for the purpose of power, 

provision, and protection 

 How does the Lord want us to view consumer goods and money? 

 Colossians 3:1–7 

 By the grace of God, food, drink, and money are not things to make life meaningful, but 

things we can use for the glory of God and the good of others

 2 Corinthians 9:8

 Those who are biblically wise use the gifts of God for the glory of God



Helpful insights for assessing leaders (10:16-20)

20 Even in your thoughts, do not curse the king, nor in your bedroom curse the rich, for a bird of 

the air will carry your voice, or some winged creature tell the matter. 

 When assessing leaders, we need to be careful about developing hearts of resentment and 
bitterness, then telling others how we feel

 This appears to be a general warning to guard against hateful and hostile threats

 “curse” — to speak and wish harm or evil upon someone or something

 “a bird...winged creature” – an idiom meaning words find their way back to the leader

 You may be assured your confidence will not be broken

 But a little birdie may pass on the information

 Becoming obsessed with hate and hostility toward those in power will eventually bring 

trouble

 Guard your tongue

 James 3:5–6



Questions to Consider

 In what ways do you think God wants you to be better prepared for the risks 

you face in life?

 How is being overcome with fear of risks opposed to having faith in the 

promises of God?

 What tools have been given to you by God that need to be sharpened? 

What lessons has God taught you that you could refresh and apply for your 

benefit and the benefit of others?

 Are there ways God would have you to express less self-centered 

communication and become more others-oriented in what you say and why 

you say it?

 How do you need to guard your tongue from hateful and hostile 

communications about others? How has God helped you to guard your 

tongue?
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